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Abstract: This study focus on the features of the
prediction mechanism of the smooth pursuit eye
movements during two dimensional target motion. Due
to better perception of target trajectory prediction of

requested

the two dimensional target motion is more obvious than
in one dimensional situation. Best results of prediction
are obtained for target velocities 20-30 deg/sec' when
anticipation of target motion is prevailing.

RESULTS

INTRODUCTION
Functionally, eye movements control system could be
classified into five subsystems: saccadic, quick phase of the
nystagmus, vergence, vestibular and smooth pursuit. First
two are used to perform a "catching" eye movements and
bring a new part of the visual field to the attention of the
foveal region of the retina. The other three function as a

"holding" subsystems and keep an object image on the
fovea during relative motion of that object after initial
catching has occurred. The central neryous system control
all of these eye movements with considerable precision and
speed. To achieve this contradictory parameters it uses
open loop, closed loop and predictive neural circuits with
long term learning adaptation.

Prediction behaviour during one dimensional smooth
pursuit has been investigated by G. Barnes [1]. He found
that when the subject pursues a regular periodic target
motion stimulus, the ratio of eye velocity to target velocity
is much greater than when the target motion is more
random and phase errors are much less than would be
expected on the basis of the established time delays and
inertial elements of the oculomotor system. This study was
carried out in an attempt to explain how this predictive
process might operate during two dimensional smooth
pursuit.

Figure

I represents

a typical smooth pursuit trajectory

in subject L.N. for moving target by the sqrnre with target
velocity 20 deg/sec. Dots at the ends of the lines shows
position of the target T and the eye E at the same time.
Vectorial position enors of the pursuit are defined by the
modules M representing the length of the line ET and
phase shift representing angle F between lines OT and OE.

Positive phase shift indicate situation when the eye
anticipate the target and negative phase shift indicate
lagging. Vectorial velocity elrors of the pursuit are defined

by two next dots E(tl),E(12) and T(tl),T(t2).
difference of time between tr and

and the eye, lines E(t,)-E(tz)

Since

t"

are equal for the target
and T(t1)-T(tz) could be

accepted as velocity vectors of the target Vt and the eye V"
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Figure I
Experimental data of two dimensional smooth pursuit

METHOD

In

to follow the target as best as he could. Eye
movements were measured using aluminium scleral
contact ring in combination with double induction method.

order

to better describe the

properties

of

the

predictive effect of the two dimensional smooth pursuit and
provide appropriate data for pursuit system model, the
response characteristics of the oculomotor system were
examined in four normal subjects. A light beam stimulus

was provided by a projector and was manipulated from
behind the screen by two orthogonal mirrors attached to
two computer driven servomotors. Stimuli were moved of
several types: circle, square and diamond trajectories with
constant velocity for l0 trials. Velocity of the target was
changed from 5 deglsec to 50 deg/sec. Each zubject was

shows that human can perform very small phase shifts for
all types of target trajectories. Figure 2 displays phase shift
errors represented in radial co-ordinate system obtained for
the same subject. Circles indicate zero phase shifts.

Anticipation is displayed out from the centre and lagging
towards the centre. In the centre 0f the figures types of
trajectories are shown. The arrows indicate the direction of
the target motion. Curves demonstrate that phase shifts are
not larger than l0 deg and saccadic eye movements are
performed to minimise phase lag. In the figure 3 average
of the phase shifts for all l0 trials, two subjects and three
types of trajectories as function of the target velocity are
shovvn (the form of marker represents target trajectory
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Vpe). Best results when anticipation is prevailing

are

obtained for target velocities 20-30 deglsec. Figure 4 shows
average of the ratio of eye velocity to target velocity V/V,
for subject LN and three types of trajectories
as a function
'
of the target velocity.
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Figure 4
DISCUSION

On the basis of the obtained results following features
of the two dimensional smooth pursuit eye movements
control system are proposed for discussion:
l. Phase shift F is used by prediction mechanism for two
dimensional eye movements control because this
parameter is small despite of the ffis of trajectories of

target motion (Figure 2a,b.c) and target velocity (Figure 3).
Second parameter used for two dimensional smooth
pursuit is target velocity because ratio V"/\ linearly falls
down for larger target velocities as seen in Figure 4.
3. Prediction mechanism is involved in operation for target
velocities larger than 10-15 degls because experimental
date demonstrates tracking with maximum anticipation for
target velocities 20-30 deg/s.

2.

Figure 2
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4. Experimental results denies early understanding that
two-dimensional tracking is superposition of two one
dimensional systems.
CONCLUSION

Prediction in the two-dimensional smooth pursuit is
more evident than during one dimensional experiments.
Prediction mechanism uses angular phase shift F between
target and eye position (Figure l), target velocity \ and is
involved in operation for target velocities larger 10-15
deg/s.
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